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HOW TO GROW YOUR PYOP STUDIO

Dear PYOP Studio Owner,

While working with hundreds of PYOP studios across the US
and internationally, we kept hearing the same questions over
and over again:

"How can I get more people in my classes?"
"Which marketing strategies would you recommend I focus
on?"

This book is the answer to those questions.

In this guide, I've focused on the things that have worked for
my customers. That's why I'm sure they will also work for you.

Good luck!

Aksh Gupta - CEO of Occasion

P.S. : I'm very curious about the results you're getting, so
please send me an email at aksh@occasion.app and tell me
about your experience. Maybe I can give you some extra
recommendations.
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WHERE TO START
This book is intended to be a reliable playbook that helps you
on the road towards more revenue for your business.

It's like a checklist of all the things you should focus on in your
business to fill more seats in your classes and events.

There are so many tactics that you could spend your time on.
But you're busy. You don't have any time to waste. That's why
this list is an exclusive compilation of the most critical tactics
that will actually get you results.

Make sure you knock each and every one of these out of the
park and you will get incredible results.

The strategies and tactics we talk about focus on two of the
most important factors for growth:

Getting more new clients
Getting more repeat bookings
You can start with any of the tactics.

But ideally, you'd start at the front of the book and work your
way to the back, step-by-step.
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YOUR WEBSITE
How to turn the online heart of your business into
a booking machine

GROWTH TACTIC #1

YOUR ONE GOAL
What's the most important thing you want your customers to do
on your website? Is it to book one of your classes? Or maybe to
buy a gift card?

Organize your website's menu bar and the homepage to
highlight this goal. Use big buttons that solely focus on getting
customers to click it. Buttons like "Book a class", "View
Calendar", "Learn About Parties" that are everywhere clearly
guide them towards the desired action.
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GROWTH TACTIC #2

EASY BOOKING EXPERIENCE
As a general rule, when you make it as easy as possible for
someone they are more likely to take action. The same applies
to your booking process.

That's why your website should have a fast and easy flow from
any page to picking and paying for a class.

Ideally, your overview of classes is clean and visually appealing,
like a calendar for example. Nice pictures related to the class
always help spike the customer's attention.
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FACEBOOK
How your Facebook page can attract more bookings

GROWTH TACTIC #3

"BOOK NOW"
Every Facebook business page comes with a call-to-action
button. By default, it is set to "Call Us" or "Send Message".

Change that to "Book Now" and link to the Calendar page on
your website.
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GROWTH TACTIC #4

MAKE USE OF TABS
For the holdouts who only access Facebook through a browser
and that bored corporate employee who is Facebooking at their
desk, give them an option to view your calendar of classes
directly on Facebook.

Add your calendar as a Facebook Tab to your business page to
make it super easy to find.
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GROWTH TACTIC #5

FACEBOOK EVENTS
Facebook Events are a great way to showcase your events in
your customer's Newsfeeds. Especially since Facebook is
increasingly highlighting native content (like events in your
neighborhood).

Take advantage of this by posting your classes and events as
Facebook Events to your page and let Facebook guide more
people from the area to you.
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GROWTH TACTIC #6

FACEBOOK ADS
Sometimes a little extra push can mean the difference between
a full and a half-empty class.

Luckily, Facebook has great targeting options that allow you to
find your ideal customers, even on a small budget.
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EMAIL MARKETING
How to use this channel properly to actually increase revenue

GROWTH TACTIC #7

GROW SUBSCRIBER LIST
Email newsletters can be a massive driver of more bookings,
when done correctly. But you need to have someone's details
before you can actually send them anything.

Therefore, try to collect your customers' email addresses every
chance you get. That means: on your website, during booking,
and even after they've attended a class.
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GROWTH TACTIC #8

MOBILE FIRST EMAIL DESIGN
More than 80% of emails are now opened on a mobile device. If
you are experiencing decline in click-throughs and lower open
rates, it may be time to redesign that email newsletter.

Keep it clean and simple. Not a lot of graphics and text. Just to
the point information that will lead the customers to taking
the next step.
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GROWTH TACTIC #9

FROM EMAILS TO DOLLARS
The best emails you can send are about specific classes with a
direct link to a booking page for those classes.

By keeping it distraction-free and giving customers a clear path
to purchase, more people will take you up on your offer.

Bonus tip: Experiment with sending an email dedicated to one
specific class. This kind of simplicity usually works wonders.
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GROWTH TACTIC #10

REMINDER EMAILS
In the busyness of the day, customers can sometimes forget that
they reserved an event with you.

Even though you have already collected their payment, events
without any empty seats are always prefered. Full rooms provide
the psychological trigger of social proof that makes them want
to come back.

Also, those reminder emails give you a good opportunity to ask
them if they want to bring a friend. (see Growth Tactic #14)
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GROWTH TACTIC #11

RECOVER ABANDONED
BOOKINGS
The customer is about to click that purchase button when the
baby wakes up and starts crying. Now, it's 2 hours later and
they have completely forgotten about it.

With a polite reminder email, you can easily nudge them back to
complete their booking.

(Your booking software can automate these emails for you.)
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GOOGLE MY BUSINESS
Use Google My Business for more organic traffic to your website

GROWTH TACTIC #12

CLAIM YOUR ACCOUNT
The cheapest way to get more bookings is to be found
organically through Google.

Google places a lot of importance on "Google My Business"
profiles to decide which website to rank the highest.

If you don't already have an account, go to
https://business.google.com/ and claim your website.
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GROWTH TACTIC #13

OPTIMIZE YOUR ACCOUNT
It's not enough to just have a 'Google My Business' account. If
you really want to make an impact on your Google rankings,
you'll have to:

- Keep your basic information (opening hours, etc.) up-to-date
- Add a ton of pictures of your venue, classes and events
- Get as many reviews as possible
- Bonus points if you can publish your events as "Google Event".
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OTHER TACTICS
Four other great tactics to grow your business

GROWTH TACTIC #14

REWARD CUSTOMERS TO
BRING FRIENDS
When someone just made a booking, they're the most excited
about the class or event.

Why not use that to your advantage? Reward customers to
invite their friends to come along with them.
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GROWTH TACTIC #15

ASK FOR REVIEWS
Reviews are important to provide "proof" for future customers
that your classes and events are great. Ask your
customers only once to write a review and do that within 24
hours of the event.

To get to critical mass, focus on one site on which you want
customers to write reviews - whether it is Google, Facebook,
Yelp or some other website. Once you have more than 50
reviews on one website, you can start focusing on the next.
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GROWTH TACTIC #16

SEND A GIFT CARD TO
FORMER CUSTOMERS
The easiest and cheapest source of more bookings is your former
customers. They already know, like and trust you. So they're
predisposed to do business with you again.

You can use either email or a postcard to send them a gift card
of, for example, $15 to lure them back in.
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GROWTH TACTIC #17

FLYERS AT THE END OF
THE CLASS
While the customer is still at your venue, use the opportunity to
advertise next classes that you think she will like.

You can even include a coupon or any other incentive to get them
back soon. It's a small effort, but it can be surprisingly effective if
done consistently.
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Need some help getting
more bookings?
With Occasion's booking software, you get a complete
marketing platform with all the tools you need to grow your
revenue.

Request a sample calendar now to see how we can help:

www.getoccasion.com/pyop

